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For nearly two hundred years, across four distinct generations of engagement, Liberia has been an important laboratory for American evangelicals' experiments in global mission. In the course of those experiments, US evangelicalism has cultivated a talent for moving through the modern material, and increasingly transnational, realms of public policy, technology and culture, realms where prominence and impact are measured in *Time* front covers. The Jones Sisters Trio were an American gospel recording act from Cleveland, Ohio that recorded five albums during the 1960s and 1970s. The group had consisted of sisters Cheryl (b. August 10, 1945), Gail (b. June 10, 1947), and Phyllis (b. July 4, 1949). A woman has accused American Airlines of racial bias after finding a payment labelled as “African American, African service charge” on her bank statement. However, it has since been confirmed that the problem originated with the issuing bank, Capital One. Kyetra Bryant came across the charge after flying from Charlotte Douglas Airport, North Carolina, on Thanksgiving last year. Both Ms Bryant and her boyfriend used different credit cards to pay for their luggage at the airport, and both had the charge listed as ‘African American’ on their statements. After contacting the airline and being to